Abstract. With the accelerate development of information, enterprises are becoming increasingly dependent on information systems, therefore, ensuring information security becomes the core work of enterprises information management. The tradition risk factors are classified into three aspects of asset, vulnerability and threat. This paper adds the security prevention measures as the fourth aspect. After analyzing the four aspects based on the fuzzy set theory, then constructs the membership matrix of factors corresponding to the judge set. The weights of the risk factors are calculated with the entropy theory to reduce the subjectivity bias, integrating the comprehensive risk results to output the risk rating. An example application proves that the method is a feasible and effective method of assessment, the results will have a certain theoretical significance and practical value.
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer technology, information technology is used more widely. Along with the development of enterprise informatization, the enterprises information faces a lot of new threats and risks, the existence of security weaknesses in various enterprise information systems is exploited by intruders, and suffered increasingly threat [1] . Therefore, it is absolutely imperative that enterprises should carry out information security risk assessment which is the key to ensure the healthy operation of information systems [2] . Through the risk assessment, enterprises can find the weak point in their information systems, and develop risk prevention and control strategies [3] . Information security risk assessment is defined as the estimation of the possibility which assets, threats and vulnerabilities would be damaged in the process of information generation, transmission, storage. Risk assessment aims to analyze potential risks of information systems and supplying effective strategies for risk reduction through recognizing assets, threats and vulnerabilities [4] . Previously, information security issues were studied in a technological context, but growing security needs have extended researchers' attention to explore the management role in information security management [5] . Various studies have explored many different methods. Dhillon et al (2016) gave the definition of security and usability objectives based on the values of individuals [6] . Gusmao et al (2016) proposed a risk analysis model for information security assessment based on event tree analysis and fuzzy decision theory [7] . Coppolino et al (2016) proposed a risk assessment model based on support vector domain description in order to solve the problems such as inaccurate security classification and long assessment time [8] . Ahmad et al (2015) presented and identified significant and systemic shortcomings of the information system, encoding causal relationships among various threat sources and victim systems in order to facilitate quantitative and relational security assessment [9] . Song and Zhang (2013) constructed an information security risk assessment index system by integrating and processing 5 types of assets of the traditional GB / T 20984-2007 standard and made a comprehensive use of the triangular fuzzy number and entropy method to construct an information security risk assessment model to assess the information security risk of the enterprise [10] . According to the uncertainty in parameter values in information system, Gao and Luo (2009) put forward a grey relational decision-making algorithm which gave the vacant parameter values on three kinds of distributions: uniform distribution, exponential distribution, and normal distribution [11] .
Although many achievements have been obtained, there are still some drawbacks. (1) The description of the level of risk depends on experts' judgment, so results have a high subject content. For the same question, different methods usually achieve different results. (2) The potential risk factors cannot be expressed by accurate values or strict hierarchy, so some specific algorithms have significant limitations.
Enterprises information risk factors are interrelated and imperfection, traditional methods may difficult to assess risk level accurately. Drawing on the history experience [12] , we analyzed the risk factors involved of influence on asset, frequency of threat and severity extent of vulnerability through fuzzy set theory, constructed the membership matrix of factors corresponding to the judge set, used entropy weight to determine the risk factors weight, and then integrated system's risk. But after doing research on some enterprises, we found that enterprises had already established some risk prevention strategies which could resist information security risk. So this paper adds the fourth risk factor: existing risk prevention strategies (we could call it strategies for short).
Definition 1: Let R represent information security risk,
, where A is asset, V is vulnerability, T is threat, and M is strategy.
Information security risk is increased when influence on asset, frequency of threat and severity extent of vulnerability are added. And it will decrease when strategies are increasing. Figure 1 shows the relationship of the four risk factors. 
Entropy-Weight Theory
Define 2: A system has n status: 1 2 , ,... n S S S , i P is the probability when system is in i S , and 
it has a unique form of expression 
The Process of Assessment
Step 1: Find the enterprise information security risk index
Step 2: Establish the evaluation matrix Table 1 -Table 4 describe the specific content. High when asset has been damaged, information security will be seriously affected Very low when asset has been damaged, information security will be more lightly affected Table 2 . Evaluation criterion grade of frequency of threat.
Grade Define 1 t b
Very high Information system at very high probability that threat happen 
High
Information system at high probability that threat happen 
Medium
Information system at medium probability that threat happen 
Low
Information system at low probability that threat happen 
Very low
Information system at very low probability that threat happen Table 3 . Evaluation criterion grade of severity extent of vulnerability.
Grade Define 
Medium
Information system has many medium fragile vulnerability 
Very low
Information system has a little vulnerability 
Step 4: Use entropy-weight to calculate every index . Four risk factors' value are:
Step 5: Risk value under index i is
, , , k k k k are the relative importance of the four factors. 1 
Case Analysis
There are five main indexes: confidential risk, system risk, communication operation risk, network infrastructure risk and management risk and 27 secondary indexes [13] [14] [15] . Consult with experts and achieve membership matrix , , , a v t m P P P P . This paper sets confidential risk as an example, there are five secondary indexes: 1 u confidential strategy, 2 u authentication, 3 u access permission, 4 u storage encryption, and 5 u data backup. Table 7 -Table 10 show the membership matrix , , , a v t m P P P P . Table 6 . Membership matrix of asset. Table 8 . Membership matrix of vulnerability. . On the basis of table 5, we could judge this information system security risk is very low, information is relative safe, and enterprise existing prevention strategies have made some effects.
Conclusion
The risk factors of information systems are classified into four aspects of influence on asset, frequency of threat, severity extent of vulnerability, and strategies efficiency ,which are analyzed based on the fuzzy set theory to describe their fuzzy-valued grades. And their membership matrices for judgment set are presented. Then the weights of the risk factors are calculated with the entropy theory to reduce the subjectivity. The approach of comprehensive evaluation is applied into integrating the respective risk assessment results of such four factors to obtain the final risk grade. Finally, an illustrative example is shown that this proposed method is effective and reliability.
